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Genome characterization of the yellow mosaic disease wreaking damage on soybean in Indore-a 

focal point of soybean cultivation and processing in India- employing Multiply Primed Rolling 

Circle Amplification (MPRCA) resulted in amplification of complete genomic components of 

the virus. RCA, when coupled with restriction enzyme digestion investigation, revealed two 

components each of ~2.7 Kb unit length of genomic components of the virus. The study further 

revealed the absence of β- satellite DNA genomic component of the virus. The RCA derived 

partial genomic region on further restriction enzyme digestion investigation revealed that 

Mungbean yellow mosaic Indian virus (MYMIV) is the species of begomovirus causing damage 

on soybean in the central Indian region, Indore.  The RCA together with restriction enzyme 

digestion has wider implications for obtaining RNAi mediated viral gene silencing via complete 

genome sequence characterization to identify conserved genomic regions along with the 

discovery of ORFs encoding for Viral Derived Suppressor Proteins (VSPs). The potent siRNA 

inducing regions identified, employing web based siRNA design algorithms, revealed plausible 

small RNA effectors to obtain RNAi based, broad spectrum resistance against begomovirus 

infection and trait stable transgenics in soybean.  In addition, the RCA products followed by 

partial digestion and cloning in binary vector offers a prospect to develop MYMIV based virus 

induced knock-out vectors with a potential implication for functional genomics study on 

soybean.  
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Multiply Primed Rolling Circle Amplification (MPRCA) of  
Begomovirus genome from infected soybean in central 

Indian region divulges it as Mungbean yellow mosaic Indian 
virus-[sb] and  its implications for RNAi mediated resistance 
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Background 

•Yellow mosaic disease (YMD) on soybean 
Causative organism: Yellow mosaic virus  
Family: Geminiviridae 
Whitefly transmitted 
 

•Yield loss due to YMD $ 300 million/annum 
•Spread of disease to hitherto uninfected regions 
•Genome diversity 



Multiply Primed Rolling circle amplification (Circomics) 



Multiply Primed Rolling circle amplification (Circomics) 



N: Negative control 

R: Partial AV-1 region amplicon 
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Multiply Primed Rolling circle amplification (Circomics) 



M: Molecular size marker  
1- Negative control (- R.E.) 
2- Restriction of RCA product with Pst-I 
3-Restriction of RCA product with Hind III 

Restriction enzyme digestion of  MPRCA Products 



Nco I Pst I/ 
Hind III 

Nco I is conserved in legume infecting Begomoviruses 
Pst I-  Mungbean yellow mosaic Indian virus (MYMIV) 
Hind III-Mungbean yellow mosaic virus (MYMV) 

RCA + RFLP  Studies on Partial DNA-B region 



 M:1Kb molecular size marker 

 U: Uncut DNA B  genomic fragment  

 N: DNA B genomic fragment treated with Nco I 

 H: DNA B genomic fragment treated  with Hind III 

 P: DNA B genomic fragment treated with Pst I 
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RCA + RFLP  Studies on Partial DNA-B region 



RCA Derived Complete Genome 

Development of virus 
 induced knock-out vectors 

Small non-coding RNAs 
 mediated antiviral resistance 

siRNAs mediated gene silencing 

Host derived and artificial miRNAs 



 
  RNA interference (RNAi)-hope for nucleotide sequence 
 specific down-regulation of viral genes 
 
  Successful deployment of  RNAi in control of  SS DNA viruses  
 African cassava mosaic virus,  
 Tomato leaf curl  New Delhi virus etc., 

Small non coding RNAs based virus resistance 



Concomitant silencing of AC1 and AC2 ORFs  
 
•Replication initiator protein  (rep) 

and 
•Transcriptional activator protein (TrAP) respectively 

siRNAs mediated gene silencing 



Prediction of miRNA cross silencing activity with viral genome 
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Plant miRNAome targeting  MYMIV-sb 
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translational inhibition 
Cleavage  

Mode of action of Plant miRNAome against  MYMIV-sb 
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Genomic regions targeted by plant miRNAome  



Glycine max miRNAs repress MYMIV movement  



Conclusions 

Complete Genome of soybean-infecting Begomovirus in 

central Indian region studied  

RCA-RFLP studies identifies it as MYMIV 

Small ncRNAs based gene silencing is explored to develop 

antiviral resistance 

Host derived miRNAs display propensity to repress virus 

movement 




